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Hopes & Dreams for One Korea Vision: Establishing a Foundation to
Create Substantial Cheon Il Guk Through Completing our Missions as Heavenly Tribal
Messiahs
In one of the news interviews with Rev Ryu Kyung Suk – President FFWPU Korea in
2015, he mentioned that one of our goals is to make Korean Unification Community a
national religion that answers the needs of the citizens, to prepare the blueprint for
the reunification of Koreas and to bring interreligious reconciliation.
We don’t mean to say a religion of doctrine but a substantial community that religious
culture centered on True Parents’ ideology of love is being practiced by all its citizens.
From this viewpoint, Korean HQ formulated these 5 Strategic Kernel Points as our
mission in the remaining 3 years of Hope for the Firm Settlement of Cheon Il Guk in
Korea (see the picture)

Where should be IFFA-Kor mission centered on?
We are not separate entity with regards to Korean HQ. IFFA-Kor IS and MUST be a
visible partner in fulfilling the goal for the firm settlement of CIG. We are the very
missionaries and frontliners to work on these 5 strategic points in our own respective
areas and jurisdiction. These are what we are called for.

These are our mission statements too.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

complete our HTM mission
raise our 2nd gen by cultivating their talents for future development
establish a community of happy families
breakthrough the community thru building a heart-centered culture
work out the reunification of Koreas.

1) In Korean, HTM is not focus only on giving the blessing to 430 families but to firmly
settle them internally & externally. HTM is a mission to find God’s tribe and to build
God’s nation thru Tong Ban Kyeok Pah or community breakthrough. Korean strategy
is thru the formations of Home-churches which I myself believe is one of the best
ways to reach the completion of HTM. A Home Church is led by the HTM and is a
composition of several Homegroups that are formed thru trinities. We have already
regions and local churches around the country who share best practices on this matter.
An HTM can just start by forming her own small cell unit of 3 people (trinity system)

the expanding to 12 core-group which will become the central trunk of the entire
Home church. Trinity system is True Parents’ heavenly formula.
2) Looking at our 2nd generations who were born with so much talent and good inner
qualities inherited from True Parents, we have so much hope for the future. This is the
reason why True Mother is investing a lot for their education and training cultivating
them to blossom properly to become Heavenly Ambassadors of the future world. We
need to create an environment for their growth and development towards the mission
of owning the vision – tradition and education of our True Parents. Therefore, it is our
responsibility as parents to make sure that our children are following the path towards
their God-given destiny & responsibility.
3) The promise of the Blessing is peaceful & harmonious world thru ideal families. In
order to bring about this amazing NEWS to the world about the greatness of our True
Parents’ blessing, our BLESSED FAMILIES itself should become a source of hope of our
community. We ourselves should be the most important witnessing tool to testify the
works of love made by heaven thru our True Parents. The society must find in us the
ideals the world need, the pride that the world will envy about. We need to make sure
we can lead others in this path.
4) In the past, Korean is a homogenous race however because of True Parents
blessing movement has changed its direction to an environment of Multicultural
families. There is a rising problem too about population decrease and the society
naturally were able to adapt itself to the idea that in the future, Korea will be greatly
populated by multicultural families. With this concept, we need to prepare an
environment that will help each other adjust and harmonize well enough all these
different cultures centered on the principle of true love and building a culture that
lives for the sake of each other. We must lead the way!
5) Reunification of Korea is the final goal and the most crucial of all tasks that we
need to accomplish. It involves internal battle with Satan and external breakthrough
with both government of the South & the North. Restoration of the Fatherland is the
growth level providence and Satan holds his hope until the top level of the growth
stage bringing out his power to the fullest to block God’s providence from reaching its
completion. One of Satan’s strategies too is to attack in the last 3 years of the
providence. Since the realization of CIG in Korea is not solely coming from our own
efforts but equally important is the response of the government and society people,
the more this mission becomes the most difficult of all. Therefore we need to create
more outreach programs that can testify heaven’s intentions to fulfill the destiny of
Korea as the chosen nation of God. We need to be very vigilant and spiritually
sensitive during this last remaining years..
With all of these, our IFFA-Kor nationwide have to make sure that all our activities in
our respective areas are being connected to the realization of these 5 Kernel points
and support Korean HQ fulfill the goals of Vision 2020. We are responsible for Korea
and heaven has great expectation about this. We have to offer to True Parents and
Heavenly Parent the greatest gifts they are expecting from their filial sons &
daughters.
Lets cross our fingers, bend our knees bow our heads and pledge to heaven that we
will give our utmost effort and strong determination to accomplish these goals and
meet heaven’s expectation at the time-table set by heaven.*******

